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ABSTRACT

Since the organisations came into being, the B2B commerce had started. The studies of B2B marketing had started since 1890, though it was in the level of individualised and experimental basis. The significant scientific contribution of B2B marketing theory have been made since last 30-35 years. Since then B2B relationship marketing has undergone a vast change and gained significant focus from researchers. It has become an important branch of general marketing theory. B2B marketing has undergone change from merely economic transaction to a behavioural theories. Behavioural science has contributed a lot to B2B marketing theory to understand Inter-organisational buying situations. The market environment has become very competitive dynamic and complex the customers are well informed and have many choices. The customers have become more demanding due to the increase and fierce competitions. Marketers have found difficulties to enjoy sustainable advantage in competitions by adding value features through superior technology, as this tangible value features can be copied by competitors. Hence relationship based marketing has become absolutely necessary as it is intangible and stronger and provide long term and sustainable competitive advantage.

It’s sustainability largely depends on many humane factors involved in managing & maintaining the business relations with customers, vendors and employees especially in case of international business operations. There are many researches, which prove that relationship and behavioural aspects have direct impact on winning customer retention and loyalty.

The present study has attempted to determine the influence of relationship and behavioural aspects on retaining customers and winning loyalty in B2B flexible packaging industry in Bangladesh. The study supports the strong backing of literature review and clear need of such study in Bangladesh with respect to flexible packaging industry in Bangladesh. Theories related to trust, commitment, Salesperson-Customer bonding, loyalty and Cooperation of Salesperson support the research effort with sufficient literature in hand. This research is an attempt to analyse the relevance and importance of the variables of trust,
commitment, Salesperson-Customer bonding and cooperation of salesperson on loyalty in B2B flexible packaging industry in Bangladesh. The study includes testing of seven hypotheses framed based on extensive literature review.

The study is qualitative and quantitative both, which involves interview in depth with 19 units for B2B flexible packaging as almost census study in Bangladesh. Based on the responses collected, data set is formed to be tested for the study. The study is limited to single main product (Polyester/BOPP Films) sourcing from their suppliers.

In this study, interviews were used as the source of data collection for descriptive & thematic analysis. Under this interview method, open ended unstructured questionnaire were formulated which was distributed to the participants to acquire knowledge about customer satisfaction and other related aspects for qualitative research. Interviews gave in-depth information on the strategies applied or adopted by the packaging industries in order to remain loyal. All the open-ended questions have been analyzed through qualitative methods; In this technique, interviews helped in collection of data were analyzed thematically.

During the interview respondents also scores on their perspectives on each hypothesis have been tabulated. Independent one sample “t” test on SPSS has been be carried out to test the hypothesis. In the test it is found that all the hypothesis have been supported.

After the analysis, it is found that, trust, commitment, Salesperson-Customer bonding, and Cooperation of Salesperson are very relevant and important for customer Loyalty in B2B industry. It will help marketer to plan their CRM design to enjoy sustainable patronage and loyalty from their customers.

**Keywords:** International Business, relationship marketing, Trust, salesperson-customer bonding, loyalty, Commitment of Salesperson, B2B industry
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